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ABSTRACT
This study examines characteristics of lightning in snowfall events (i.e., thundersnow, TSSN) from the
perspective of the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) and the National Environmental Satellite Data
and Information Service (NESDIS) merged Snowfall Rate (mSFR) product. A thundersnow detection algorithm (TDA) was derived from the GLM and mSFR that resulted in a probability of detection (POD) of
66.7% when compared to the aviation routine weather report (METAR) reports of TSSN. However, using the
TDA an additional 2175 lightning flashes within detected snowfall were identified that were not observed by
the METAR reports, indicating that TSSN has been under reported in previous literature. TSSN flashes
observed by GLM have mean flash areas, durations, and total optical energy outputs of 754 km2, 402 ms, and
1342 fJ, which are between the 50th and 99th percentile values for all flashes within the GLM field of view. A
comparison with data from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) indicated that the NLDN had
at least one cloud or ground flash detection in 1709 of the 2214 flashes observed by GLM in snowfall. An
average of 5.85 NLDN flashes was assigned to a single GLM flash when the NLDN flash data were constrained
by the GLM flash duration and spatial footprint. Statistically significant (p , 0.01) differences in flash area and
flash energy were found between flashes that were observed by the NLDN and those that were not. Additionally, when GLM was combined with the NLDN, at least 11.1% of flashes involved a tall human-made
object like an antenna or wind turbine.

1. Introduction
The Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM; Goodman
et al. 2013; Rudlosky et al. 2019), on board the Geostationary Operation Environmental Satellite-R (GOES-R;
Schmit et al. 2005) Series satellites (now GOES-East and
GOES-West), provides unprecedented observations for
lightning detection with a near-uniform storm-scale
coverage and a spatial and temporal resolution of 8 km
and 2 ms, respectively (Goodman et al. 2013). The GLM
provides characteristics of lightning occurrence, flash size,
and flash radiance that can be applied in the detection of
severe storms, lightning-initiated wildfires, and heavy
snowfall rates in winter storms. Schultz et al. (2018) were
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the first to demonstrate the ability of GLM to identify
lightning associated with snowfall (i.e., thundersnow,
TSSN) for a lake-effect snow event in New York where
lightning was detected in a winter environment in close
proximity to tall man-made structures, thus providing
evidence that GLM can detect lightning in winter environments on small scales and indicates promising results
when utilized for TSSN and heavy snowfall associated
with midlatitude cyclones.
TSSN is presently defined as concurrent surface observations of snowfall and lightning (Schultz 1999).
Previous literature studied TSSN with Meteorological
Terminal Air Report (METAR) observations (e.g.,
Market et al. 2002), or ground-based lightning networks (Pettegrew 2008; Kumjian and Deierling 2015; Schultz
et al. 2018). Market et al. (2002) developed a METAR-based
climatology and found that the Intermountain West, Great
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Lakes, and Great Plains were areas where TSSN was
most frequently observed. The Market et al. (2002)
climatology was limited due to subjective identification
problems; for example, if lightning occurred nearby
according to a lightning detection network, and a
trained weather observer observed snowfall at the
station location, a TSSN tag would not be inserted into
the METAR unless lightning/thunder was physically
witnessed by the observer (Department of Commerce
2017). However, as Kumjian and Deierling (2015) discuss, this climatology may be under representing TSSN
observations because they observed more frequent
TSSN events on the Colorado Front Range than the
Market et al. (2002) study. Furthermore, Kumjian and
Deierling (2015) state that one of these TSSN flashes
along the Colorado Front Range was triggered by
a tower.
Tall human-made structures have been known to be
an initiation point for cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning.
Kingfield et al. (2017) demonstrated a positive correlation with tower height and CG occurrence and found
that towers taller than 400 m above ground level experience an increase of CG lightning density by a median
of 150% compared to surrounding areas. Furthermore,
they suggest that shorter towers were more likely to be
struck in the cold season as a result of charge centers
being lower in winter storms. Rather than examining
stationary towers, Montanyà et al. (2014) looked at
lightning characteristics associated with wind turbines
and found that the rotating blades of the wind turbines
favored the occurrence of lightning. Tower-initiated
flashes were only present on 0.3% of days when lightning occurred in Huntsville, Alabama, between 2003 and
2015. Tower-initiated flashes are more pronounced in
winter because the tower can serve as a focusing mechanism that can directly interact with the main negative
charge center.
The environment for heavy snowfall can be difficult to
forecast owing to the mesoscale thermodynamic and
microphysical processes within midlatitude cyclones
(Colle et al. 2014; Baxter and Schumacher 2017). Highresolution diagnostics of ingredients of heavy snowfall
beyond 12 h are of limited values to forecasters, as the
details of these forecasts will likely contain timing and
placement errors (Evans and Jurewicz 2009). Therefore,
forecasting heavy snowfall becomes a matter of nowcasting and increasing situational awareness rather than
being predictive in nature (Wiesmueller and Zubrick 1998).
The ability to objectively identify lightning by GLM that
occurs while snow is falling at the surface will lead to
further understanding of thermodynamic and microphysical processes in midlatitude cyclones because
the GLM flash size is fundamentally controlled by
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these processes (Saunders et al. 2006; Bruning and
MacGorman 2013). Thus, the characterization of atmospheric profiles in which lightning develops provides the
potential for development of innovative products tailored to increasing situational awareness of high impact
events. The quantification of the ranges in flash sizes and
total optical energies in TSSN events have been very
limited due to the lack of geostationary observations
of lightning from GLM prior to 2017; therefore, the
objectives of this work are to
1) characterize and quantify the ability of the GOESEast GLM instrument to detect and observe TSSN
events compared to previous studies;
2) statistically analyze the GLM flash characteristics of
duration, area, and total optical energy, and place
them in the context of lightning within other regions
of midlatitude cyclones not producing snowfall; and
3) compare and contrast GLM to ground-based lightning network observations of TSSN to understand
the capability of GLM compared to current sensors.

2. Datasets
a. Geostationary Lightning Mapper
GLM is an optically based instrument that has a
hemispheric field-of-view between 528N and 528S with a
near-uniform spatial resolution of 8 km. GLM detects
light in a narrow 1-nm band centered on the 777.4-nm
wavelength (Christian and Goodman 1987; Goodman
et al. 2013; Rudlosky et al. 2019). This particular wavelength allows GLM to observe lightning both during the
day and at night. There are three basic components that
GLM provides: events, groups, and flashes (Goodman
et al. 2013). An event is when a single pixel in the
GLM field-of-view becomes more illuminated than a
background threshold. A GLM group is one or more
events in a single frame that occur adjacent to each other.
A GLM flash is presently defined as a set of groups within a
weighted Euclidean distance bounded by 330 ms/16.5 km
(Goodman et al. 2013). Each GLM flash contains information on the area of the flash (km2) and its total optical energy output [femtojoule (fJ)]. Additionally,
GLM is designed to have a total lightning detection
efficiency [i.e., probability of detection (POD)] of at
least 70% with 5% false alarms. For a full description
of GLM specs and capabilities see Goodman et al.
(2013). Level-2 GLM data utilized in this study was from
the GOES-R Calibration/Validation (Cal/Val) Group.

b. National Lightning Detection Network
In contrast to GLM, the National Lightning Detection
Network (NLDN; Cummins and Murphy 2009) does not
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detect lightning optically from space but rather is a
system of ground-based sensors that can detect electromagnetic signals radiated by lightning. Unlike GLM,
NLDN has the capacity to differentiate lightning flashes as
CG or intracloud (IC) and can detect CG and IC flashes
with a detection efficiency of 90%–95% and 50%–60%,
respectively (Cummins and Murphy 2009; Murphy and
Nag 2015). Recent upgrades have improved the detection
of IC flash information and provided IC flash multiplicity
and connected IC flash information with CG flash locations (Murphy and Nag 2015). The point flash locations of
the NLDN data provides information about lightning
characteristics during flash propagation that cannot be
determined by examining GLM data alone (e.g., is the
flash in the cloud or connecting to the ground). Currently,
NLDN defines a flash as a grouping of CG strokes and/or
cloud pulses that are bounded by 500 ms/10 km (Cummins
et al. 1998; Murphy and Nag 2015).

c. Merged Snowfall Rate product
The National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) merged Snowfall Rate
(mSFR; Meng et al. 2017a,b) product is a blended
product using passive microwave sensors and the
Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS; Zhang et al. 2016)
system to estimate snowfall rates. The passive microwave sensors used to develop the mSFR product
are the following: Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit (AMSU), Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS),
Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS),
Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSM/IS),
and Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM; Hou
et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017) Microwave
Imager (GMI). The use of passive microwave sensors
have been shown to estimate snowfall rates prior to
snowfall reaching the surface (Meng et al. 2017b;
Ferraro et al. 2018) and the MRMS portion fills in
the gap between satellite overpasses with a spatiotemporal resolution of 1 km 3 1 km and 10 min and
provides continuous coverage for the CONUS. The
snowfall rates from MRMS are precipitation rates
at the surface associated with the ‘‘snow’’ precipitation
flag (H. Meng 2019, NESDIS, personal communication).
Furthermore, the MRMS defines precipitation falling as
snow when the surface temperature and wet-bulb temperature are below 28 and 08C, respectively (Zhang et al.
2016). The mSFR was utilized in conjunction with GLM
to identify TSSN. In this study, TSSN was defined as
lightning, observed from GLM, which simultaneously
occurred in an area where the MRMS portion of the
mSFR product depicted snowfall; the objective identification process will be described in more detail in
section three.

d. Tall human-made structures
Data from the Homeland Infrastructure FoundationLevel Data (HIFLD; Homeland Infrastructure FoundationLevel Data 2019) and the U.S. Wind Turbine Database
(USWTDB; Hoen et al. 2019) were collected. Specifically,
the cellular towers and antenna structure registration datasets in the HIFLD were collected. The cellular towers
dataset consists of cellular tower locations that are recorded
by the Federal Communications Commission (N 5 23 498)
and the antenna structure registration contains antenna
structure that are more than 60.96 m (200 ft) tall or antenna
near airports (N 5 124 811). Furthermore, the USWTDB
dataset contains the locations of 58 449 wind turbines
within 43 states. Combined, these datasets provide locations
where tall human-made object initiated TSSN may occur
in the CONUS; potential tower locations in Canada were
subjectively identified using Google Earth imagery.

3. Methodology
a. TDA objective identification
The domain of interest was from 238 to 508N latitude and
from 1108 to 658W longitude. Snowfall cases were collected
based on snowfall accumulation potential rather than
snowfall cases that were associated with TSSN. Potential
cases were determined by examining National Weather
Service (NWS) forecast discussions and numerical weather
prediction output. Forecast discussions were automatically
scanned for keywords (i.e., snowfall, frontogenesis) to identify geographic locations that would experience heavy
snowfall in the near future. Cases were not collected
prior to January 2018 given that GLM was still in the
checkout phase and had not reached a provisional status
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2018).
Using the mSFR product, Level-2 GLM data, and
nearest-neighbor statistics (Bentley 1975), a thundersnow
detection algorithm (TDA) was developed. Figure 1
demonstrates a flowchart of TSSN flash identification
process within the TDA. The TDA utilized GLM
groups rather than GLM events as it was computationally inexpensive compared to using events. Additionally,
GLM groups provide more spatial information than a
single GLM flash centroid coordinate and resulted in an
increased likelihood of classifying TSSN. The first step of
the TDA involved binning the GLM groups every 10 min
to match the temporal resolution of the mSFR product.
For example, if the mSFR product timestamp was
1030 UTC, the GLM groups were binned from 1030 to
1039 UTC. By using nearest-neighbor statistics, step two
involved the objective identification of the overlap between mSFR and GLM data. Nearest-neighbor statistics
were used to mitigate parallax issues within the GLM
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FIG. 1. Depiction of TDA processes associated with determination of TSSN flashes observed by GLM and
confidences with the red hues getting darker as the TDA process proceeds. The black arrows represent the progressive steps of the algorithm. The first step involves binning the GLM data in 10-min increments to match the
temporal resolution of the mSFR product. If the mSFR product has a time stamp of 1010 UTC the GLM data would
be binned from 1010 to 1019 UTC. The second step involves the overlap of mSFR and GLM data. For example, the
mSFR (blues and greens) and GLM (in white circle) data for a Nor’easter at 1410 UTC 4 Jan 2018 over Long Island,
New York, displayed using the National Weather Service’s Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System. The
third step involves identification of TSSN groups observed by GLM based on a 0.158 distance threshold (black
circle). The lightning bolt represents a GLM group, and the blue-filled boxes represent mSFR pixels. A pixel count
equal to four results in a GLM group with low confidence of being TSSN. Step four is the GLM group classification
based on number of mSFR pixels within a distance threshold. If all GLM groups within that timeframe are processed the TDA proceeds to step five and matches up the GLM groups by various GLM flash characteristics to the
official GLM flashes. Finally, the TDA removes duplicates as some cases are overlapped with each other.

data and potential scattering effects in the mSFR product.
The MRMS input of the mSFR product exploits higher
resolutions compared to the passive microwave portion;
thus, the examination between GLM and the mSFR
product was based on the MRMS portion. In step three, a
maximum distance threshold of 0.158 was used to find
mSFR pixels near a single GLM group. A distance of
0.158 is approximately 16.6 km (roughly the same distance
used to create an official GLM flash; Goodman et al.
2013). A confidence level for lightning flashes observed
by GLM that occurred in snowfall was assigned based on
the number of mSFR pixels that were identified as snow
in the 16.6-km search area (see Fig. 1 for an example).
The higher the mSFR pixel count within the maximum
distance threshold, the higher the confidence the GLM
group could be classified as a GLM group associated with
snowfall. Figure 1 showcases the nearest-neighbor statistics with regards to a single GLM group associated with
snowfall with low confidence (mSFR pixel count of 4).

Furthermore, if a GLM group had no mSFR pixels within
the maximum distance threshold it would be classified
as a GLM group not associated with snowfall. The classification process continued until all GLM groups were
classified as TSSN or non-TSSN. Using GLM flash
characteristics (i.e., flash ID, flash start/end times) and the
mSFR timestamp, the fourth and last major step of the
TDA is matching up the TSSN classified GLM group data
to the official GLM flash data. This reduces the amount of
data to be processed and simplifies further analysis. Additionally, the confidence level of these flashes being
classified as TSSN became the average mSFR pixel count
from the GLM groups that make up a GLM flash. For
example, if a GLM flash was made up of three GLM
groups and had mSFR pixel counts of 700, 565, and 865
the confidence level of the GLM flash would be 710. The
TDA then removes duplicate GLM flashes as some
snowfall cases overall with each other. This matchup
process was necessary as it allowed for analysis regarding
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official GLM flash variables (e.g., flash area) while still
maintaining the characteristics of the lightning when associated with snowfall (i.e., average mSFR pixel count).
All GLM flashes that were identified by the TDA
were classified as potential TSSN and were binned every
25 mSFR pixel count (i.e., 0, 25, 50); meaning that the
25 mSFR confidence bin contained all potential TSSN
flashes identified by GLM that have a mSFR pixel count
of 25 or greater. This allowed for statistical analysis
between the different confidence bins. Even though the
mSFR pixel count can exceed 860 [i.e., area of distance
threshold (p 3 16.62)], the highest mSFR confidence bin
was set as 825 because of the need to have enough GLM
flashes within the bin for any statistical comparison.
TSSN flashes observed by GLM were assumed to have
similar GLM characteristics with regards to flash energy
and flash area. Therefore, the flash characteristics (i.e.,
flash energy and area) for GLM flashes within the
highest mSFR confidence bin (i.e., GLM flashes with a
mSFR pixel count $ 825) were compared to GLM flash
characteristics in different mSFR confidence bins to
determine whether they could be considered statistically
similar (i.e., p value). The GLM flashes within the
highest number mSFR confidence bin that did not exhibit statistically significant differences (i.e., p . 0.01)
compared to the highest mSFR confidence bin were
objectively classified as TSSN. The 0.01 significance
level was used compared to the p 5 0.05 to increase the
number of objective classification of TSSN. As a proof of
concept of the TDA process, Fig. 2a illustrates a 10-min
bin of GLM group (black dots) data overlapping with
mSFR product data in southern Minnesota and northern Iowa. The GLM groups in central Iowa were not
overlapping any mSFR data and therefore were classified as non-TSSN groups. In contrast, Fig. 2b depicts
GLM flashes for the same timeframe and illustrates the
effectiveness of the TDA framework for disregarding
GLM groups that were not overlapped with the mSFR
product. This demonstrates that the TDA can objectively identify the overlapping of the mSFR product and
GLM dataset and thus creates a reliable and robust way
of identifying TSSN.

b. NLDN/GLM matchup and classification
TSSN flashes observed by GLM were matched up
with NLDN flashes to further quantify TSSN. Given that
the GLM and NLDN flash locations are point locations,
the datasets were matched up based on the timing and
spatial footprint characteristics of a GLM flash. To be
initially assigned to a GLM flash, a NLDN flash must
occur within a 61-s time buffer outside of the start and
end time of a GLM flash. Two distance thresholds (i.e.,
50 km and the square root of GLM flash area) were used

in the spatial matchup process to account for diverse
GLM flash area/spatial footprints. For a NLDN flash to
spatially match a GLM flash, the great-circle distance
between a GLM flash centroid coordinate and NLDN
flash location must be less than the larger of the two
distance thresholds (50 km or square root of GLM flash
area). The use of the 50-km distance threshold accounted
for small elliptical GLM flashes that were not well represented by the square root of the GLM flash area. The
use of the spatial footprint, rather than the centroid coordinate, of a GLM flash allowed for a greater possibility
to matchup GLM and NLDN. Additionally, the spatial
footprint was also used given multiple NLDN flashes can
coincide in space and time with a single GLM flash because the NLDN data do not contain information on the
spatial extent of lightning (Schultz et al. 2018).
Finally, the NLDN CG flash coordinates that match
up with the TSSN flashes observed by GLM were used to
determine whether the GLM flash could be associated
with a tall human-made object. Given the NLDN flash
data has a median spatial error of 500 m (Cummins and
Murphy 2009), a 500-m buffer was created around the tall
human-made structures in the HIFLD and USWTDB
datasets and determined which NLDN CG flashes occur
in that buffer region and those that do not. The NLDN
CG flashes that did occur in that buffer were classified as
tower flashes and the remaining NLDN CG flashes within
the CONUS were classified as nontower flashes. The
NLDN CG flashes that occurred in Canada were classified as tower and nontower based on Google Earth imagery because of the lack of tower related dataset. The
TSSN flashes observed by GLM were then classified as:
IC-only, tower, nontower, and no NLDN. IC-only TSSN
flashes detected by GLM were those that only contain
NLDN IC flashes. The tower and nontower TSSN flashes
observed by GLM were associated with at least one
NLDN CG flash and the specific CG type classification
was based on the timing of the first CG occurrence. For
example, if a GLM flash had two NLDN CGs associated
with it (one tower and one nontower) and the first CG
that occurred was classified as nontower (i.e., occurring
outside any 500-m buffer) the GLM flash would be classified as a nontower TSSN flash. In contrast, GLM flashes
that did not matchup with any NLDN data were classified
as ‘‘no NLDN’’ as there was no way to classify the flashes
as IC or CG with certainty.

4. Results
a. Objective identification
A total of 21 heavy snowfall cases that occurred from
January to April 2018 were identified, with 20 of them
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FIG. 2. The 1310 UTC 14 Apr 2018 NESDIS mSFR product overlaid with (a) GLM group
data and (b) TSSN flashes observed by GLM from 1310 to 1319 UTC. This represents before
and after the TDA takes effect, respectively.

producing at least one lightning flash during snowfall;
cases numbered 1 to 21 are listed in Table 1. Twenty of
the 21 snowfall cases produced a total of 51 397 potential
TSSN flashes observed by GLM (i.e., GLM flashes
with a mSFR pixel count . 0). The snowfall cases
ranged from convective snowfall in Oklahoma and
Texas, to heavy snowfall in the Great Plains and
Midwest regions to Nor’easters along the East Coast.
Of the 21 collected cases, cases 8–10 and 21 made up
89.5% of the TDA-identified potential TSSN flashes
with approximately 74.8% of them being from cases
8–10 (Table 1). It should be noted that cases 8–10,
which occurred in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, were
convective snowfall cases that produced little to no
snowfall accumulation. The GLM flashes that occurred during these cases were not associated with a
midlatitude cyclone, but were rather associated with
an influx of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico resulting
from a strong cold front propagating from northwest to

southeast. The case that produced the most potential
TSSN flashes detected by GLM (N 5 7562), with
snowfall accumulation, was the 13–17 April 2018
blizzard (case 21; Table 1).

b. GLM characteristics
A Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon two-sided test was
used to compare GLM flash area and flash energy of
the lower mSFR confidence bins (i.e., 0, 25, 50) to the
highest mSFR confidence bin of 825 to determine the
appropriate bin for TSSN classification. In other words,
how many mSFR pixels need to be associated with a
GLM flash to confidently classify it as TSSN? Compared
to the GLM flashes within the highest mSFR confidence
bin, the GLM flashes within the 700 mSFR confidence
bin were not statistically different at the 0.01 significance
level with a p value of 0.101 and 0.048 for GLM flash
area and flash energy, respectively, which represent z
scores of 1.28 and 1.66 (Table 2); therefore, the GLM
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TABLE 1. Snowfall cases from January to April 2018.

Case

Start date/time

End date/time

Classification

Number of potential TSSN flashes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0000 UTC 03 Jan 2018
0000 UTC 10 Jan 2018
0000 UTC 21 Jan 2018
0000 UTC 06 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 08 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 17 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 18 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 19 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 21 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 22 Feb 2018
1000 UTC 24 Feb 2018
0000 UTC 01 Mar 2018
1900 UTC 04 Mar 2018
0000 UTC 12 Mar 2018
0600 UTC 16 Mar 2018
0000 UTC 20 Mar 2018
0600 UTC 23 Mar 2018
0000 UTC 30 Mar 2018
1800 UTC 31 Mar 2018
0600 UTC 02 Apr 2018
0000 UTC 13 Apr 2018

1500 UTC 05 Jan 2018
1700 UTC 13 Jan 2018
2350 UTC 23 Jan 2018
0950 UTC 08 Feb 2018
2350 UTC 10 Feb 2018
1450 UTC 18 Feb 2018
0550 UTC 19 Feb 2018
1400 UTC 21 Feb 2018
2350 UTC 21 Feb 2018
2030 UTC 22 Feb 2018
2350 UTC 25 Feb 2018
1440 UTC 3 Mar 2018
0950 UTC 09 Mar 2018
1550 UTC 15 Mar 2018
2210 UTC 17 Mar 2018
0550 UTC 23 Mar 2018
1150 UTC 25 Mar 2018
2350 UTC 31 Mar 2018
1800 UTC 02 Apr 2018
2359 UTC 04 Apr 2018
1620 UTC 17 Apr 2018

Synoptic
Other
Synoptic
Synoptic
Other
Synoptic
Other
Other
Other
Other
Synoptic
Synoptic
Synoptic
Synoptic
Synoptic
Synoptic
Other/synoptic
Synoptic
Other
Synoptic
Synoptic

37
25
189
1630
1
1
0
18 978
5429
14 023
21
31
1300
21
996
35
367
7
528
216
7562

flashes within the 700 mSFR confidence bin could be
objectively classified as TSSN at the 0.01 significance
level. GLM flashes within the 700 mSFR confidence bin
have over 80% of the mSFR pixels classified as snow
and exhibit similar flash area and energy characteristics
compared to GLM flashes within the 825 mSFR confidence bin that were characterized as approximately
95% of mSFR pixels classified as snow. Furthermore,
when examining flash energy, GLM flashes within the
675 mSFR confidence bin and lower were statistically
different (p , 0.01) compared to the GLM flashes within
the 825 mSFR confidence bin (Table 2) and have less
than 80% of the mSFR pixels classified as snow; therefore, these GLM flashes could not be objectively classified as TSSN at the 0.01 significance level. This resulted
in 2214 of the 51 397 TDA identified GLM flashes
as being objectively classified as TSSN. Table 2 contains GLM flash energy and flash area statistics for
various mSFR confidence bins and demonstrates that as
the mSFR count increases both flash energy and area
increase. TSSN flashes observed by GLM (i.e., GLM
flashes with a mSFR pixel count $ 700) had a mean
flash area and flash energy of 754 km2 and 1342 fJ, respectively (Table 3), and the mean duration of TSSN
flashes identified by GLM was 402 ms with a maximum
duration of 2718 ms. Table 3 contains flash area, energy,
and duration statistics and demonstrates that TSSN
flashes observed by GLM have some degree of variability. For example, a TSSN flash observed by GLM
that occurred at 0232:33 UTC 14 April 2018 had the
largest flash area (5010 km 2 ). Similarly, the largest

TSSN flash detected by GLM also had the highest
GLM flash energy value (28 890 fJ) and a shorter than
average flash duration of 344 ms. The longest duration
flash occurred at 1823:24 UTC 13 April 2018 and had
a flash area and flash energy of 1779 km2 and 8233 fJ,
respectively. Additionally, it was found that GLM
flash energy was more correlated with flash area (e.g.,
Pearson correlation of 0.77) than flash duration (e.g.,
Pearson correlation of 0.43). Figure 3 illustrates that
GLM flash size and flash energy of cases associated
with snowfall (orange dots; TSSN flashes) are on the
upper end of the flash energy per flash area spectrum.
TSSN events demonstrate less variability in the flash
energy per flash area spectrum and the relationship
between flash area and flash energy is more defined
compared to the potential TSSN events. The lack of
variability for TSSN flashes compared to potential
TSSN flashes observed by GLM suggest microphysical
and thermodynamic differences exists between the two
classifications; however, an in-depth analysis is beyond
the scope of this study.

c. NLDN and GLM intercomparison
The 2214 TSSN flashes observed by GLM were
matched with ground-based NLDN data. When using
the one second time buffer and spatial matchup parameters, it was found that 1709 TSSN flashes identified
by GLM corresponded with at least one NLDN flash
(i.e., 77.2%). The median, mean, and maximum number
of NLDN flashes to a GLM flash were 4.0, 5.9, and 37,
respectively. Overall, there were 10 005 NLDN flashes
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8735 (91 428)
5911 (36 280)
5911 (36 280)
5911 (36 280)
5588 (36 280)
5121 (36 280)
5010 (36 280)
5010 (28 890)
5010 (28 890)
5010 (28 890)
5010 (28 890)
5010 (28 890)
5010 (28 890)
3260 (15 391)

Significance (p value)
Maximum
75th Percentile

755 (606)
758 (583)
755 (589)
773 (613)
787 (656)
812 (743)
901 (1004)
1006 (1340)
1020 (1452)
1050 (1550)
1050 (1671)
1077 (1760)
1054 (1760)
1072 (1797)
428 (201)
429 (192)
429 (194)
434 (201)
439 (214)
442 (230)
497 (290)
532 (371)
571 (382)
577 (435)
581 (435)
583 (449)
581 (443)
590 (465)

Median
Mean

607 (646)
600 (626)
599 (631)
607 (657)
616 (707)
634 (811)
687 (1022)
744 (1265)
754 (1342)
779 (1459)
779 (1476)
791 (1531)
783 (1532)
785 (1569)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (3)
67 (6)
67 (6)
67 (6)
67 (6)
67 (6)

227 (64)
227 (63)
227 (63)
232 (64)
277 (67)
282 (70)
288 (82)
294 (95)
295 (96)
297 (105)
297 (105)
298 (107)
298 (103)
326 (116)

Minimum

0
100
200
300
400
500
600
675
700
725
750
775
800
825

25th Percentile

1.315 3 10218 (1.135 3 10225)
2.630 3 10218 (2.222 3 10227)
2.864 3 10218 (6.336 3 10227)
2.886 3 10216 (9.300 3 10225)
2.599 3 10214 (2.509 3 10221)
1.767 3 10211 (1.7134 3 10216)
7.509 3 10206 (4.917 3 10208)
0.036 (0.009)
0.101 (0.048)
0.478 (0.364)
0.492 (0.486)
0.818 (0.713)
0.594 (0.626)
1.000 (1.000)
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mSFR Count

TABLE 2. GLM flash area (energy) statistics with regards to mSFR count. Units of flash area and energy are km2 and 1 3 10215 J, respectively. Significance is relative to the GLM flashes
within the highest mSFR confidence bin (i.e., GLM flashes with a mSFR pixel count $ 825).
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that corresponded, spatially and temporally, to 1709 TSSN
flashes identified by GLM. Of the 1709 TSSN flashes
observed by GLM that had NLDN data correspondence, 1129 of them were associated with at least one
NLDN CG flash. Furthermore, a comparison of flash
area, energy, and duration for GLM flashes that correspond to NLDN flashes (N 5 1709) and those that did
not correspond to a NLDN flash was performed (N 5
505; Fig. 4). A random sample (N 5 505) of the GLM
flashes that correspond to NLDN was taken so that the
two different datasets could be statistically compared.
This resulted in statically significant differences for
GLM flash area, energy, and duration with p values
of 9.685 3 10240, 5.836 3 10234, and 8.296 3 10213,
respectively; suggesting that GLM was more likely to
identify flashes in snowfall that were on average spatially smaller with shorter flash durations (Figs. 4a,c).
Additionally, GLM flashes that were associated with
CGs (i.e., tower and nontower; N 5 1129) were on average spatially larger (1013 vs 572 km2; Fig. 4a), contain
more total optical energy (2098 vs 732 fJ; Fig. 4b), and
have a longer duration (476 vs 358 ms; Fig. 4c) than
IC-only TSSN flashes identified by GLM (N 5 505).
Figure 4 shows the flash area, energy, and duration
distributions for TSSN flashes identified by GLM that
were categorized as tower, nontower, and IC-only
flashes as well as the overall distributions of flashes
associated with NLDN data and those that were not.
Next, the polarity and multiplicity of the 2034 NLDN
CG flashes that matched up with GLM flashes were
examined. Of the 2034 NLDN CG flashes, 77.1%
have a negative polarity with a mean value of 214.71 kA
(Table 4). The percentage of negative CGs in this
study is consistent with previous literature: 80% in
Market and Becker (2009), 71% in Schultz et al.
(2018), and the 81% in Adhikari and Liu (2019) but is
still lower than the 96% in Rauber et al. (2014) and
the 91% annual climatology in Orville and Huffines
(2001). The cloud flash fraction of NLDN flashes that
matched up with GLM [i.e., the ratio of the number of
NLDN ICs (N 5 7971) to the total number of NLDN
flashes (N 5 10 005)] was found to be 0.80 and was
comparable to the 0.79 for summertime lightning in
the Great Plains (Medici et al. 2017).
Using the USWTDB, HIFLD, and NLDN CG flash
datasets, it was found that 246 tower and 883 nontower
TSSN flashes were detected by GLM. This resulted in
11.1% of the TSSN flashes observed by GLM that
matchup with NLDN as being associated with tall
human-made structures. Comparing tower (N 5 246)
and nontower (N 5 883) TSSN flashes observed by
GLM revealed that the flash area, energy, and duration were not statistically different with p values of
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TABLE 3. TSSN flash characteristics observed by GLM (i.e., GLM flashes with a mSFR pixel count $ 700).
Variable
2

Area (km )
Energy (fJ)
Duration (ms)

25th Percentile

Mean

Median

75th Percentile

90th Percentile

99th Percentile

295
96
162

754
1342
402

571
382
329

1020
1452
562

1669
3853
830

3047
11 874
1608

0.504, 0.129, and 0.915, respectively (Figs. 4a,b). A random sample of the NLDN nontower CGs (N 5 1713)
was used to compare those CGs with NLDN tower CGs
(N 5 321). Using a random sample size of 321 nontower
CGs resulted in NLDN nontower CGs having fewer
return strokes on average compared to NLDN tower
CGs and were statistically significantly different
(p 5 4.99 3 10 210 ); however, from a polarity perspective NLDN nontower and tower CGs were not statistically different (p 5 0.522). Table 4 contains the overall
NLDN tower and nontower CG multiplicity and polarity
characteristics. NLDN may be geographically limited
compared to GLM’s field-of-view but can characterize
lightning in greater detail; however, given that this study
comprises a single winter season, further study is needed
to investigate the comparisons of TSSN and non-TSSN
flashes on a large scale.

d. Spatial distribution of TSSN from GLM
The 21 cases from January to April 2018 can be compared directly with METAR reports to understand the
distribution of TSSN flashes over the CONUS (Fig. 5a).
Figure 5a also demonstrates the spatial distribution differences between TSSN flashes (mSFR pixel count $ 700;
orange dots) and potential TSSN flashes (mSFR pixel
count . 0; blue dots) identified by GLM. The TSSN
flashes observed by GLM suggest that TSSN was common throughout the Great Plains region in this study.
During the date/times of interest, there were only 39
METAR reports containing TSSN (Fig. 5a; black dots)
compared to 2214 TSSN flashes observed by GLM;
suggesting that TSSN was more common than indicated
by previous literature and confirming limited identification in surface reports. Furthermore, gridding all potential TSSN flashes observed by GLM and plotting
flash density resulted in a large area stretching from
Texas to Minnesota that received elevated levels of
TSSN flashes (Fig. 5b). The flash density was calculated
using the potential TSSN flashes observed by GLM and
binning them into 8-km bins to be consistent with the
spatial resolution of the GLM and counting the number
of flashes within each bin. The spatial distribution of the
TSSN flashes (orange dots) match well with the gridded
potential TSSN flashes observed by GLM and again
demonstrates the idea that TSSN was more likely to occur
in the Great Plains region compared to other geographic

regions and is aligned with findings from previous literature (Market et al. 2002). It should also be noted that the
TDA identified 122 potential TSSN flashes around and
along the Lake Erie shoreline. Of those 122 potential
TSSN flashes observed by GLM along Lake Erie, only 20
of them were classified as TSSN flashes. Given the timeframe of this study (January–April) and the climatological
lake–air temperature difference is less compared to that of
October–November, the TSSN flashes along the Great
Lakes were more likely associated with lake-enhanced
and not lake-effect snow (Harrington et al. 1987). This
suggests further study is needed to demonstrate the ability
of the TDA to identify TSSN in the early winter as lakeeffect snow is more prominent (Steiger et al. 2009).
Contrasting the output of the TDA to METAR TSSN
reports resulted in an extremely large false alarm rate
(FAR); however, this was expected as the spatial and
temporal coverage of GLM and mSFR are superior
compared to METAR reports. Even though FAR was
impractical in this study, the POD can still be calculated
and was defined as
POD 5 n_GLM/n_METAR,
where n_GLM was the number of METAR TSSN reports that coincide with TSSN flashes observed by GLM
and n_METAR was the total number of METAR TSSN
reports. When comparing the METAR reports of TSSN

FIG. 3. Relationship between GLM flash energy and flash area.
Blue represents all potential TSSN flashes observed by GLM, and
orange represents TSSN flashes observed by GLM with a mSFR
count of 700 or greater.
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back in the next timeframe and was likely a result of how
MRMS assigned the precipitation flag (Zhang et al. 2016;
Meng et al. 2017b). This sporadic phenomenon is likely
associated with a rain/snow transition region (i.e.,
mixed precipitation), and the mSFR product ‘‘drops’’
some snowfall rates due to classification issues between precipitation types within the MRMS (S. Martinaitis 2019,
CIMMS/NSSL, personal communication). Regardless,
with the advanced capabilities of GLM, identification
of TSSN is robust and allows for expanded identification
of the occurrence and spatial extent of TSSN compared
to previous datasets.

5. Discussion
a. Comparison to literature

FIG. 4. Differentiation of GLM flashes with regards to flash (a)
area, (b) energy, and (c) duration based on NLDN matchup characteristics. A total of 505 GLM flashes did not correspond with any
NLDN data while the remaining 1709 GLM flashes corresponded
with NLDN data. The 1709 GLM flashes are subcategorized as IConly (N 5 580), tower (N 5 246), and nontower (N 5 883) initiated.

to all GLM flashes that the TDA identified as being
potential TSSN (N 5 51 397), the POD for this scenario
was 66.7%. In contrast when examining all GLM flashes,
not just those that were identified by the TDA, GLM
detected lightning for 39 of those 39 METAR reports;
thus the POD of TSSN, from a GLM perspective, was
100%. This suggests that the decrease of POD of TSSN
from the TDA was a result of the mSFR product portion
of the algorithm and represents one of the largest potential errors of the TDA. When examining the cases,
the MRMS portion of the mSFR product sometimes
‘‘dropped’’ snowfall rates in some timeframes and came

The percentage of TSSN flashes involving towers in
this study differs from Schultz et al. (2018) in which they
found 11 of the 34 TSSN flashes were initiated from tall
human-made objects. Even though this study contains
more TSSN flashes, the discrepancy between these results was likely based on the locations in which the TSSN
occur. The areas of interest in Schultz et al. (2018) were
more heavily populated compared to this study, resulting in a higher density of tall human-made structures
and was a likely reason why tower TSSN was more
preferential. Additionally, the mean and maximum
GLM flash areas were spatially larger than the LMAderived flash area in Schultz et al. (2018) (754 vs 375 km2
and 5010 vs 2300 km2, respectively). The large flash
areas in this study were likely a result of 1) how flash
areas are determined based on very high frequency
(VHF) observations (i.e., LMA) compared to flash areas
based on optical observations (i.e., GLM) and/or 2)
LMAs limited range and lightning detection dropping
off with distances exceeding 100 km from the network
center (Fuchs et al. 2016; Koshak et al.2004).
Furthermore, the comparison of TSSN flash characteristics observed by GLM to the overall GLM flash
characteristics is paramount to understanding the microphysical differences in lightning initiation between
different environments. Rudlosky et al. (2019) demonstrated that, on average, GLM flashes over the ocean
contained more total optical energy (420 vs 230 fJ), were
spatially larger (570 vs 431 km2), and have a longer duration (345 vs 293 ms) compared to GLM flashes over
land. In comparison, TSSN flashes detected by GLM
on average contain more total optical energy (1342 fJ),
are spatially larger (754 km2), and last longer (402 ms;
Table 3). The mean flash energy metric falls between the
90th and 99th percentile of total flash energies observed
by GLM in Rudlosky et al. (2019) and were the reason
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TABLE 4. NLDN multiplicity (number of return strokes) and polarity (kA) characteristics.

Variable

Type

Minimum

25th Percentile

Mean

Median

75th Percentile

Maximum

Polarity

All CGs
Tower CGs
Nontower CGs

2621.30
282.20
2621.30

233.30
220.70
241.20

214.71
215.40
214.58

214.00
213.90
214.00

24.52
28.60
10.70

327.50
56.20
327.50

Multiplicity

All CGs
Tower CGs
Nontower CGs

3.0
5.0
3.0

15.0
15.0
15.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

behind the strong Pearson correlation of 0.77 between
flash area and total flash energy. Thus, the flash properties
in the present study can be placed into the context of the
Bruning and MacGorman (2013) flash size spectra, and
using knowledge from other studies that have examined
the kinematic structure in midlatitude cyclones (Rust and
Trapp 2002; Rauber et al. 2014). It is speculated that the
reason for the larger flash sizes and total optical energies
observed in this study are due to the presence of broad,
laminar mesoscale updrafts given that smaller flash sizes
are typically associated with strong updrafts ($10 m s21)
in severe convection (e.g., Bruning and MacGorman 2013;
Calhoun et al. 2013; Schultz et al. 2015, 2017).

b. Lack of correspondence between GLM and
the NLDN
Through the NLDN/GLM matchup process, 22.8% of
GLM flashes did not correspond to any NLDN data.
One possible explanation for the lack of NLDN/GLM
correspondence was the GLM Lightning Cluster Filter
Algorithm (LCFA) splitting spatially large and/or long
duration TSSN flashes. If the GLM LCFA was splitting
TSSN flashes, the end time of some GLM flashes would
be the start time of other GLM flashes. If this phenomenon happened and the GLM flash centroid coordinates were relatively close to each other provides
evidence that the GLM LCFA was potentially splitting
TSSN flashes. Using this methodology, it was found that
204 GLM flashes had start/end times the same as other
flashes and 8 of those flashes were not associated with
NLDN flashes; furthermore using concurrent GLM
start/end times, it was found that these 204 GLM
flashes could be condensed down to 93 flashes with
only 3 GLM flashes with no NLDN correspondence.
Figure 6 demonstrates the GLM events (dots) associated with three GLM flashes (stars) to showcase the
spatial proximity between them. The dashed circles
represent the 50-km search area in the NLDN/GLM
matchup process for the individual GLM flashes; which
resulted in 32 unique NLDN flashes (i.e., black plus
symbols) in spatial and temporal proximity of the three
GLM flashes. The solid lines represent the convex
hull of the GLM flashes. These three GLM flashes

2.6
3.8
2.3

2.0
2.0
2.0

sequentially occurred northwest of Sioux Falls, North
Dakota at 2109:37 UTC 13 April 2018. The maximum
great-circle distance between the first GLM flash centroid coordinate (red star) and the other two GLM
flashes was 57.86 km. This suggests that the GLM LCFA
split a single TSSN flash into three GLM flashes. The
TSSN flash splitting from the GLM LCFA reduces the
amount of GLM flashes with no NLDN data; however,
this does not account for all GLM flashes that are not
associated with NLDN flashes.
Given the fact that there were more NLDN IC flashes
(N 5 7971) compared to NLDN CG flashes (N 5 2034),
another possibility for the lack of GLM and NLDN
correspondence was that NLDN was not detecting the
TSSN because of the lower detection efficiency of IC
flashes compared to CG flashes (Cummins and Murphy
2009; Murphy and Nag 2015). GLM flashes with no
NLDN data (N 5 505) and GLM flashes that contain
only ICs (N 5 580) were statistically different when
examining GLM flash area, energy, and duration (p ,
0.01) with p values of 7.845 3 10217, 1.315 3 10218, and
2.077 3 1026, respectively. The p values when comparing
the GLM flashes with no NLDN and those that contain
at least one CG (N 5 1129) were 1.265 3 10284, 1.612 3
10267, and 2.927 3 10224 for flash area, energy, and duration, respectively. Through these comparisons it is reasonable to assume that the GLM flashes with no NLDN data
are statistically more likely to be IC-only flashes than flashes
with at least one CG. Thus, suggesting that NLDN was not
detecting TSSN ICs that GLM could detect. This again
provides evidence that GLM and ground-based lightning
data need to be used in tandem to characterize TSSN.

c. Future improvements to the TDA
In this study, the MRMS portion of the mSFR product
was exclusively used to detect TSSN. The opportunity to
extend the TDA to incorporate passive microwave observations to discriminate TSSN from non-TSSN (e.g.,
Adhikari and Liu 2019) provides value to areas outside
the CONUS. The main challenge will be that these
products detect snowfall falling aloft and near the surface
and the current passive microwave part of the mSFR
product can only detect snow in regions that are warmer
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FIG. 5. (a) Flashes observed by GLM that occurred during the times in Table 1. Blue dots
represent potential TSSN flashes observed by GLM; while orange dots represent TSSN flashes
observed by GLM with a mSFR count of 700 or greater. Finally, the black dots represent
METAR-reported TSSN that occurred in the same range of time. (b) Flash density for potential TSSN flashes detected from the TDA from January to April 2018.

than 2148C (78F) (Meng et al. 2017a). Even with this
limitation, this portion of the mSFR product provides
valuable insight in data sparse regions and can be
matched up with other lightning sensors to classify
lightning as potential TSSN to understand the microphysical processes associated with the development of
TSSN from a space-based remote sensing perspective.
The implementation of a TDA-like algorithm toward
these sensors and other lightning datasets would provide

the first objective TSSN detection using passive microwave sensors and would provide global coverage; however, greater spatial and temporal sampling is needed
for such an implementation.

6. Conclusions
Previous studies have subjectively identified TSSN;
however, the TDA allowed for the objective identification
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FIG. 6. Demonstration of the GLM LCFA splitting a TSSN flash
into three separate GLM flashes that occur sequentially northwest
of Sioux Falls, North Dakota, at 2109:37 UTC 13 Apr 2018. Dots
and stars represent GLM events and flashes, respectively. The solid
lines represent the convex hull of the GLM flashes while the dashed
lines are the 50-km search radii in the NLDN/GLM matchup
process. The black plus signs represent the 32 unique NLDN
flashes associated with the three GLM flashes.

of this phenomena by utilizing GLM, the mSFR product (i.e., MRMS data), and nearest-neighbor statistics.
Snowfall cases were collected from January to April 2018
and a TDA was developed to quantify the ability of GLM
to identify TSSN events and resulted in the identification of 51 397 potential TSSN flashes. The degree of
confidence of a GLM flash being classified as TSSN was
determined by the average mSFR pixel count and GLM
flashes with a mSFR pixel count greater than or equal
to 700 were objectively classified as TSSN (N 5 2214).
Utilizing METAR reports of TSSN as truth, the TDA
identified TSSN with a POD of 66.7%. The TDA process also reiterates that TSSN was more likely to occur in
the Great Plains, Intermountain West, and Great Lakes
regions and was comparable to previous literature (i.e.,
Schultz 1999; Market et al. 2002). Compared to GLM
flash characteristics in Rudlosky et al. (2019), TSSN
flashes observed by GLM were found to be spatially
larger, contain more total energy, and have a longer
duration than non-TSSN flashes over land and ocean.
Of the 2214 TSSN flashes observed by GLM, 1709 of
them correspond spatially and temporally to NLDN and
were classified as IC-only (N 5 580), tower (N 5 246),
and nontower (N 5 883). This corresponds to 11.1% of
TSSN flashes observed by GLM being associated
with tall human-built objects like antenna or wind
turbines. Furthermore, when comparing GLM flashes
that matched up with NLDN to those that do not
resulted in statistically significant differences for
GLM flash area (p 5 9.685 3 10240 ) and flash energy
(p 5 5.836 3 10234 ); suggesting that GLM was more
likely to identify spatially smaller lightning flashes within

snowfall. Nearly 23% of GLM flashes did not matchup
with any NLDN flashes and was likely caused by: 1) TSSN
flash splitting by the GLM LCFA and/or 2) the lower
detection efficiency of ICs from NLDN. Several instances
of GLM TSSN flash splitting were found (see Fig. 6 for an
example) but does not completely account for the lack of
NLDN/GLM correspondence. It was found that TSSN
flashes detected by GLM without NLDN correspondence
were statistically more likely to be classified as IC-only
compared to GLM flashes associated with at least one
CG; suggesting, NLDN was not detecting ICs that GLM
can detect. Overall, this study expands upon previous
research by objectively identifying TSSN by utilizing
next-generation satellite sensors and derived products;
providing the first steps to characterize TSSN from a
GLM perspective. Future work includes characterizing
TSSN on a large scale from a thermodynamic and
microphysical aspect.
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